
Digitizer MBX V 5.5 Basic No Overlap Applique Reindeer 

 Pick the SQ23 Hoop, Artwork, Reindeer 1, OK. 

 Applique, Digitize Applique, Click around the pattern.  Hit enter.  NOTE: Left 

clicks are for straight lines & right clicks are for curves! 

 In Object Properties click on Applique Fabric, Factory, Pick Type of fabric, Edit Pick a color, Click OK. 

 Style is Pre cut or trim in place.  Tack is None, Blanket, Satin, or Zig Zag.  Cover is Satin, Blanket, or Zig Zag  

Tack & Cover Offset is a percent of how you want it to cover the edge. 

 Delete clipart, Select All, Layout, Auto Center to Work Area, Enter 

 File Save Design As, Reindeer 1.  This is the emb file so you can go back & edit it if needed. 

 File Export Design, Reindeer 1. Jef or JPX.  This is the file your sewing machine will sew out. 

Manual  Applique 

 Applique Tab, Select all, Break apart 

 Select the top outline only, Copy, New, Paste 

 Digitize, Repeat, Now you have 2 reindeer 1 on top of the other.  Select the 

2nd one, Change the color to blue, Backtrack, Now you have 3 Reindeer.  Repeat, Change color to brown.  

Change the Stitch type to Stem Stitch, Stitch Settings Width to .129, Backtrack Change angle to 135.  Save 

if you like it! 

 Undo until the stem stitch is Back to 1 straight stitch. 

 Select the 4th reindeer, Stitch Type, Motif, Category, EmbGallery, Pattern Des002, Motif1, Motif35, or 

Star07  are some options that work. 

 Try Category, Candle wicking, 1/2 Knot 3-5mm. 

 Save as many of these as you like! 



Digitizer MBX V 5.5 Applique Tree With Overlap  

 Pick the SQ23 Hoop, Artwork, Tree 1, OK. 

 Applique, Digitize Applique, Click around the each part of the pattern starting at the 

bottom & working up.  Hit enter.  NOTE: Left clicks are for straight lines & right clicks 

are for curves! 

 Select the tree trunk, In Object Properties click on Applique Fabric, Factory, Pick Type 

of fabric, Edit Pick a color, Click OK.  Repeat for each part of the tree. 

 Delete clipart, Select All, Layout, Auto Center to Work Area, Enter 

 Select all & size to the size you would like for a finished design.   

 Select all,  Style is Pre cut or trim in place.  Tack is None, Blanket, Satin, or Zig Zag.  Cover is Satin, Blanket, 

or Zig Zag  Tack & Cover Offset is a percent of how you want it to cover the edge. 

 Select all, Partial Applique.  This step takes away the overlap of the satin stitch from part to part. 

 Remove overlaps removes the fabric placement & the satin stitch.  It will keep the satin stitch covering 

the whole fabric so it is still bulky underneath at the edges. 

 File Save Design As, Tree 1.  This is the emb file so you can go back & edit it if needed. 

 File Export Design, Tree 1. Jef or JPX.  This is the file your sewing machine will sew out. 

 Select all, Group, Copy, Paste, Paste, Resize the trees so they are 3 different sizes.  Move the smallest to 

the back & the largest to the front. 

 Resequence the trees so the back one is first and the front one is the last one. 

 Select all, Partial Applique 

 Save if you like it. 


